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AH-LITR 104 Introduction to Literary Studies 
Fall 2018 
Midterm exam 
 
 
 
(5) five questions  
 
the first two questions that require close reading - mandatory 
 
 
 
 
1.a. Explain briefly and define the concept of literary irony.  What are the main three types 
of irony relevant for literary analysis?  
b. Read the text below, and identify and name 5 (five) instances of irony in it. What type of 
irony does each represent? 
 

Another silence fell on the group, and then Miss Resker, in her best district-visitor manner, 
asked if the human language had been difficult to learn. Tobermory looked squarely at her 
for a moment and then fixed his gaze serenely on the middle distance. It was obvious that 
boring questions lay outside his scheme of life.  

"What do you think of human intelligence?" asked Mavis Pellington lamely.  

"Of whose intelligence in particular?" asked Tobermory coldly.  

"Oh, well, mine for instance," said Mavis, with a feeble laugh.  

"You put me in an embarrassing position," said Tobermory, whose tone and attitude 
certainly did not suggest a shred of embarrassment. "When your inclusion in this house-
party was suggested Sir Wilfrid protested that you were the most brainless woman of his 
acquaintance, and that there was a wide distinction between hospitality and the care of the 
feeble-minded. Lady Blemley replied that your lack of brain-power was the precise quality 
which had earned you your invitation, as you were the only person she could think of who 
might be idiotic enough to buy their old car. You know, the one they call 'The Envy of 
Sisyphus,' because it goes quite nicely up-hill if you push it."  

Lady Blemley's protestations would have had greater effect if she had not casually suggested 
to Mavis only that morning that the car in question would be just the thing for her down at 
her Devonshire home.  

 

A contradiction in evaluative insight ... 

‘Irony’. Korthals Altes , L.In : D. Herman et al. (eds). Encyclopedia of Narrative Theory. 

London: Routledge, (2005:261-263)  
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• - as a verbal strategy 

• - dramatic or situational irony  

• - as a general attitude to life and art – cosmic, romantic, tragic 

 

Situational irony – a gap between hope and reality - "Of whose intelligence in particular?" 

asked Tobermory coldly. ‘- the talking cat; "You put me in an embarrassing position," said 

Tobermory, whose tone and attitude certainly did not suggest a shred of embarrassment. " 

Another silence fell on the group, and then Miss Resker, in her best district-visitor manner, 

asked if the human language had been difficult to learn. 

Dramatic irony – ‘we know more than the characters do’ -  Lady Blemley's protestations 

would have had greater effect if she had not casually suggested to Mavis only that morning 

that the car in question would be just the thing for her down at her Devonshire home.  

Verbal irony – the envy of Sisyphus – overstatement 

 
2. What are the most essential qualities of the point of view in a literary text? What 
questions should we ask to identify the narrator? 
 
Identify the type of narrator in the following fragment of a literary text we discussed. 
Make it clear what narrative technique is used in this fragment.  

Dear me! Miss Brill didn't know whether to admire that or not! And now an ermine toque and 
a gentleman in gray met just in front of her. He was tall, stiff, dignified, and she was wearing 
the ermine toque she'd bought when her hair was yellow. Now everything, her hair, her face, 
even her eyes, was the same colour as the shabby ermine, and her hand, in its cleaned glove, 
lifted to dab her lips, was a tiny yellowish paw. Oh, she was so pleased to see him–
delighted!... But as Miss Brill wondered, the ermine toque turned, raised her hand as though 
she'd seen someone else, much nicer, just over there, and pattered away. . Oh, how 
fascinating it was! How she enjoyed it! How she loved sitting here, watching it all! It was like 
a play. It was exactly like a play. Who could believe the sky at the back wasn't painted? But it 
wasn't till a little brown dog trotted on solemn and then slowly trotted off, like a little 
"theatre" dog, a little dog that had been drugged, that Miss Brill discovered what it was that 
made it so exciting. They were all on stage. They weren't only the audience, not only looking 
on; they were acting. Even she had a part and came every Sunday. No doubt somebody 
would have noticed if she hadn't been there; she was part of the performance after all. How 
strange she'd never thought of it like that before!  

(limited) omiscient narrator focalized upon Miss Brill; free indirect speech 

- reliable 

- adequate 
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- ironical 

- trustworthy 

1,2,3 person 

omniscient (editorial or neutral) or limited (or dramatic) 

 

3. In The Event of Literature (2012, Yale UP), Terry Eagleton (lecture Ewa Tak-Ignaczak) 
systematises the notion of literature, saying that ‘...when people at the moment call a 
piece of writing literary, they generally have one of five things in mind, or some 
combination of them’ (p.25). List them and explain briefly. 

• fictional 

• moral 

• linguistic 

• non-pragmatic 

• normative  

 

4.Explain briefly how allegory differs from symbolism, and outline an argumentation for N. 
Hawthorne’s ‘Young Goodman Brown’ when read both as a Calvinist and a secular 
allegory, along the lines explained in class. 

 

- ‘a specialised form of symbolic narrative, which does not merely suggest something beyond its 

literal meaning, but insists on being decoded in terms of another meaning.’ 

D. Lodge, The Art of Fiction (1992:143) 

‘a complete and self-sufficient narrative in which characters personify ideas, concepts, qualities, or 

other abstraction thus, a story with two parallel and consistent levels of meaning: one literal and one 

figurative’ 

    

a work of fiction in which characters and events come to represent, in a somewhat point-by-point 

fashion, a different metaphysical, political, or social situation  

 

Secular allegory – YGB’s loss of faith in human kind 

Calvinist – loses his superficial, society -based faith, but deepens his metaphysical personal faith 
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5. In ‘Narrative in Comics’, H. J. Pratt agrees that comic is essentially pictorial, but goes on 
to say that it ‘is a hybrid art form that employs narrative strategies closely connected to 
literature, on the one hand, and other pictorial narrative media, on the other’ (2009: 107). 
Explain briefly what makes it a hybrid genre and what it shares with literature and what 
with film. 
 
The words in comics suggest a literary narrative dimension: the narrative features of comics 

are constructed (at least in part) in the same way as works of literature. In the second section 

of this article, I take a close look at the literary dimension and the ways in which it shapes our 

experiences of narrative in comics. The literary dimension is not all there is to comics, 

however. In addition to their words, comics are composed of pictures. Indeed, I would argue, 

comics are essentially pictorial. Without pictures, an artwork is of some kind other than 

comics. The pictures (as we will see) are crucial to the narrative construction of comics: words 

alone will not do all the narrative work. This suggests that comics have both literary and 

pictorial narrative dimensions: it is a hybrid art form that employs narrative strategies closely 

connected to literature, on the one hand, and other pictorial narrative media, on the other. 

(107) 

- essentially visual but still hybrid – because both literary and visual 

- Pratt argues comics have a distinctively comic narrative form (108) 

 

Like and unlike literature 

- the literary dimension – mostly nondiegetic – relates not to what the characters see but 

what they hear (108) 

 - literary omniscience is hardly possible in comics (109) 

- picture’s narrative functions: setting; information transmitted through the artist’s style – 

mood, emotional context; emotional states of the characters 

- closure in comics is like montage in film (114) 

 

Unlike film – which is more difficult to establish (114)  

 

– comics are temporally static (110) 

- self-determined pace of reading comics because of their spatial rather than temporal 

arrangement (115) 

- film moves more easily between many temporal and spatial locations (114) 

- a comic artist has more control than the collaborative film (115) 
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6. In ‘Mother of Chick Lit? Women Writers, Readers, and Literary History’. (in: Ferriss, S 
and Mallory Young. eds. Chick Lit: The New Woman's Fiction. New York: Routledge, 2006, 
pp. 47-70), J. Wells argues that while chick lit shares certain characteristics with historical 
women’s fiction, it departs from this tradition in some important ways. Outline briefly 
both its similarities with and differences from the nineteenth-century women’s writing. 

Similarities:  

the love plot -  heroine’s search for a partner;  

maturation and growth in self-knowledge often aided by mentors;  

her relationship to ideals of beauty;  

heroine can be misconstrued (53);  

beautiful but not too beautiful – like in Austen (59) 

 

Differences:  

no graphic style in sexual adventures;  

nature of the conclusion of the romantic plot;  

heroine in the outside world – her professional career;  

heroine delighting in indulging herself – ‘endearing faults’ (52);  

humour,  

experimental content or style (49);  

alliance with magazines and not literature (61);  

chick lit’s achievement is social satire and not literariness (64)  

domestic life and realities of women’s finance are topics in women’s lit but in chick lit  the 

material world is central  (62-3)  


